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Schedule For '68 1-lomecoming
Wed, Oct.16
Coronation of Homecoming
Queen; Popejoy Hall; 8:00 p.m.

Fri., Oct. 18
Alummobile Train Excursion;
leaves each half hour from Johnson Gym parking lot for campus
tour; 8:00 a.m.
Alumni Registration; Popejoy
Hall; 8 :00 a.m. to 6 :00 p.m.
Mum Sale by Town Club; Union
main lobby; pick up Oct. 19; 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Alumni Association Board of
Directors; Union, room 231-B and

Motorcycle Club
Plans to Offer
Cycle Exchange

Sat., Oct. 19
Union;

Pltarmacy Breakfast;
tickets $2.00; 7:00 a.m.
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WAN'l'ED:

Two hasbel'l! £or ""rorif;Jt
bouse. Phone 242-9273.
l'HE PLEDGE CLASS ot Ph! Gilmmn Delta chnllelll!<?s any oM to do nnytbintt at
any tltne.

Pat Gres

Ja.n Schreiber

Sandy Taylot'

Cl~eryl

Terru Johmon

Beirne

Maru Sue Gaines

Donna Fontecchio

1-iomecoming Queen
(See related stories on page 5) .
Maru L. Williamson

Susan Campbell

Karen Sa.ndtez
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G.E. automatic

coffee maker
12.96
4 to 8 cup capacity

$1 EACH

AT YOUR BOOKSELLER

Performances by three European chamber groups are included
in th!' SI'Jv•rlulp of music denartment events during the coming
year at UN:M:.
The Concentus :M:usicus, a group
from Vienna, will perform here
Nov. 4. Appearing Jan. 7 will be
two brothers from Germany, Alfons and Aloys Kontarsky, who
will play 20th century music in
their dual piano program.
The Czech Nonet, nine musicians :from Prague, are sCheduled
to present a mixed program with
strings and woodwinds March 4.
The three programs are made
possible by a grant from the New
Mexico Arts Commission. A continuation of the Arts Musica
series held here last year, the
programs wil lbe given in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Center at UNM.

7:00

UNCOLN, NEBRASKA 68501

9:15

IF IT'S A REALISTIC CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
WITH INITIAL RESPONSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS, YOU'VE
FOUND IT!

.·

FOR ENGINEERS
SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN & EVALUATION • SHIPBOARD
MISSILE SYSTEMS EVALUATION • SHIP PROPULSION &
PIPING SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD VENTILATION
& AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS DESIGN • PRODUCTION
& FACIUTIES ENGINEERING

?Al~

EXCELLENT FEDERAL
SERVICE BENEFITS

Our brochures are now available in the Placement Office.
Sign Up for an on-campus interview with our professional
employment representative today!
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MON., OCT. 14

BELLAsHess
DEPARIMENI STORE

Nixon Losing New Mexico
To Potential Wallace Vote
New Mexico is the only one of electoral votes.
Gun controllegisla tion, Ia w and
seven mountain states that is not
solidly behind Republican presi- order and taxes generate more endential candidate Richard III. Nix- thusiasm among the voters than
on, United Press International does the war in Viet Nam, except
in Colorado where a recent poll
says.
The outcome of the election in showed that the war overshadowNew Mexico is clouded because of ed all other issues.
the strength of tl1ird party candiGoldwater Helps Nixon
In Arizona, Nixon's campaign
date George Wallace here.
Wallace, who was scheduled to is being given a big boost by the
tour some of the S!!vcn conserva- 1964 GOP presidential candidate
tive mountain sto.tt>s this week, 1!!6·1 GOP presidential candidate.
has attracted strong su:Pport in Barry Goldwater, who is running
all of th!!m with his law and for the U.S. Senate scat being
vacated by Democratic Sen. Carl
order campaign.
His popularity in New Mexico, Hayden, who has held the seat
particularly in the Southern part since Arizona became a state.
In neighbol'ing Nevada, Demoof the state, is so strong that
crat
Alan Bible, a two-term senaboth Democratie and Republican
party leaders are hedging on tor, has been trying to shed his
whether either Humphrey or Nix- "administration" label in his campaign for re-election against Ed
on can claim a clear lead.
Ed :Mechem, who is heading Fike, handsome and personable
Nixon's campaign, said "I think lieutenant governor who was
he (Wallace) could keep others elected two years ago in the GOP
tide that carried Gov: Paul Laxfrom carrying the state.''
alt into office. Bible was favored
Not Laughing at Him
to win but not in a runaway.
Gov. David F. Cargo appeared
Though Democrat Bible may
to be running into stiff opposition win, the state is expected to go
in his bid for re-election from for Nixon, with Wallace getting
veteran Democratic legislator Fa- up to 18-20 pe1· cent of the vote.
bian Chavez. At this stage, Cha- A recent poll showed the former
vez is considered a slight favorite
Alabama governor particularly
to defeat Cargo.
strong among organized labor at
In the other six Mountain tl11! Nevada Nuclear test site and
States, party pros, political writ- in Las Vegas-normally the demers and observers give Nixon a
ocratic stronghold in the state.
victory, approaching landslide
Popular In Utah
proportions in some cases, in
Nixon also is popular in Utah,
Wyoming, Montana, Colorado,
Arizona, Nevada and Utah. At the home of the conservative
"t.nlm in the seven states are 27 Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

Day Saints (Mormon) but drawing the most interest in the beehive state are the gubernatorial
campaign and a highly-controversial proposal to permit the sale of
liquo1· by the drink.
The liquor-by-the-drink initiative has developed into a highly
emotional one involving the Mormon church, liquor interests and
resort-convention facilities.
Nixon is expected to win going
away in Wyoming, but Wallace
again may draw as high as 15
per cent of the vote-most of it
in the conservative north central
and northwest regions.
"Montana is Nixon country,"
according to newsmen in Helena,
who added that Nixon may win it
by an even bigger margin than he
did against John F. Kennedy in
1960. Wallace is expected to get
about five per cent of the vote in
the state which places heavy emphasis on flag and country, law
and order.
Colorado Solidly Nixon
Colorado, separated from the
other states by the Rocky Mountains and with closer ties to the
Midwest than the West, is also
solidly in Nixon's camp, but the
war in Viet Nam is likely to have
a bigger impact on the election
than elsewhere in the Mountain
region.
A Recent poll by Resea1·ch Services, Inc., contracted by the Denver Post, gave Nixon 46 per cent
to 30 per cent for Humphrey and
13 per cent for Wallace.
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Cactus Flower

Senate Will Act
By JAY HART
Staff Writer
A bill establishing a draft
counseling service at UNM was
introduced at the Student Senate
meeting last night. The bill, which
was referred to steering committee, will be acted on next week.
The bill states that the purpose
o£ the service "shall be to inform
and counsel UNM students as to
their legal status and rights according to the current draft laws,
and as to the opportunities oil'ered
to college students by the armed
services.''
Senator Lee Pittard, co-sponsor
of the bill with Senator Robert
Speer, said that another bill will
be introduced later to provide
paying the counselor. Saying that
"it was not the purpose to discuss
finnncing now," Pittard added
that there were "a lot of open
doors" in financing the proposal.

The Senate voted to reject the
presidential a p p o in t m en t of
Thomas Eakin to the United
Fund committee. Senator Steve
Van Dresser, who made the rejection motion, said that the committee was illegal.
Law #21 of the Student Government says: A Campus Chest
shall be established :for the purpose of unifying any and all charity drives on campus into no more
than one campus drive per academic year.
In a statement to Senate, Jim
Dines, Associated Students president, explained his action. He
said, "I was approached this summer by the faculty and administrative representative as to the
possibility of running a jointly
timed United Fund.
"I felt at the time that this
joint effort would help us in our

on

Tickets for the October 29 and
30 production of the Broadway
comedy "Cactus Flower" ,vin go

Draft Counsel

relations, not only with the faculty and administration, but also
the community; and at this time
I feel we have furthered our public relations with these areas
through this joint effort.''
Ron Cut•ry, Associated Student
vice-president, said that the senate action would have no effect on
the United l!~und drive on campus, which is now in progress and
will end tomorrow.
Jerry Koury, Associated Students treasurer, reported several
deficits in the budgets of student
groups. Three student government committees have overspent
funds alloted to them.
Extra Rally Committee expenses came from bills that were not
paid last year, Koury explained.
The Student Affairs committee
was out extra expenses on the
New Student Handbook. The New

Biil' McGuire and Jeannie Carson,
husband-and-wife acting team,
are co-starring in Abe Burrows'
comedy hit, "Cactus Flower."

Tickets on Sale Now
For 'Cactus Flower'·

Vofe Next Week
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_OBO
-UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CUFF'S NOTES!

Chamber Group
Slated This Year

House.

PERSONALS
:LIKE TO l'AMPER.
YOU I Modern accommodati<:>n• Within
walking distance from campUll. Phone
24:1-2881.
TOWN CLUB Wishes to congratulate
)Jledge MargerY HaurY on being named
Miss_ Indian New Mexico.
ELIZABETH CJIAPMAN's has a clean
restroom:.
WANTED: People _Interested In reduced
air fares to Wn.blngt,cln, D.C. for ChTistmas. Group .:fare Wlll be $166.00. Call
MarY, ext. 2326, or 8'2-9602, after 5 :ao
p.m. Rentcm~cr, there wll lbe . no
stand-by or student rates during Chrlst-

Maru Scott

the undecided voters and also that
there was growing uncertainty
about a Nixon victory in November.
Sindlinger conducts its polls by
long distance telephone from New
York. The numbers called are
chosen by a computer chosen to
make a representative sampling
based on sociolo.,.ir"l rl'lt~.

10.3 per cent no opinion and 7.9
per cent none of the three.
This meant that Humphrey was
up 1.5 per cent from the Sindlinger poll a week earlier while
Nixon dropped fractionally by .2
per cent. Wallac-e seesawed up 1.4
per cent.
Significant Turnover
Albert E. Sin:ilinger, president
of the firm, said it was "significant" that the percentage of voters with no opinion fell from 12.4
per cent last week to 10.3 per cent
in the new poll.
At the same time, he said, the
percentage of voters who said
they had no opinion about who
"will actually be elected in November" rose from 17.3 per cent
a week ago to 28.8 per cent in the
latest poll.
Humphrey Gaining
These figures, he said, indicated
Humphrey was gaining among

To clean CanterburY Chapel on Saturdaye.
Phone 247-2515, Fatber CrcW>J.

S~T=un=m=N=Ts-:~.,::W:,;E'D

C<trlene l(uchan

Students Will Elect
Jan Stephens

HELP WANTED
SAVE MONEY! Work for your meals,
Inquire Phi Delta Theta Fraternity

MISCELLANEOUS
KELL ROBERTSON sings folk, counfrt,
blues, Satorday, 9 p.m. at the THUN•
DERBlRD, PLACITAS, 25¢ door charge.

Patricia. W <tl&ton

Voters Prefer Humphrey

NEW YORK (UPI) - Democrat Hubert H. Humphrey has
The Zimmerman Library Motor- taken a lead over Richard M.
cycle and Timing Association is Nixon among voters who watched
setting up a "UNM motorcycle or read about his television stateexchange" and is soliciting all ment on the Viet Nam war, acinterested persons to submit in- cording to a new poll.
formation on bikes to buy or sell.
703 Heard Speech
A complete file will be kept, and
Sindlinger & Co. reported Tuesin the future anyone looking for a day that of 1,804 Americans of
bike buyer or seller will be able voting age in 48 states it questo consult Bob Barrett, a club tioned by telephone F r i d a y
member, who will provide the through Monday, 703 knew of
needed information.
Humphrey's address in which he
Bike equipment and accessories promised to stop bombing in Viet
will also be Hstad in the exchange. Nam if the North Vietnamese
All information should be left in agreed to neutralization of the
the club's mailbox on tl1e second demilitarized zone.
Among the 703, Sindlinger said,
floor of the Union.
The club is sponsoring a "ride'' 37.0 per cent now "most wanted
to Pine Flats Saturday. AU bike to see" Humphrey elected presienthusiasts are urged to meet in dent, 29.9 per cent wanted Nixon,
front of Zimmerman Library at 13.7 per cent wanted third party
9:30 for the ride and they are candidate George C. Wallace, 12.0
urged to bring their own refresh- per cent had no opinion and 7.3
ments for the picnic to be held at per cent wanted none of the three
the flats.
candidates.
Nixon Leads
Among the 1,101 who had not
watched, read or heard about the
statement, Nixon still led with
37.1 per cent favoring his candiBOARD& ROOM
dacy
compared to 26.1 per cent
I WILL provide room & board for nny
for Humphrey, 19.4 per cent for
girl willing to help 'vith .some house-keeping & bnby sitting for 2 school-age
Wallace, 7.2 per cent with no
children. 268-9291.
opinion and 8.2 per cent wanting
ROOMMATE WANTED to ohnrc nuiet
none
of the three candidates.
!urninbed 2 bdrm npt. Prefer urad or
senior, cnll 268-8414, evenings.
Sindlinger, a Norwood, Pa.,
firm specializing in market analyFOR SALE
sis, said 357 persons told its inter1965 VW Sednn. Excellent condition. Cnll
viewers they watched Humphrey
277-6209, Dr. Fritz Kempter.
deliver his statement on television
TWO STUDENT NURSE'S UNIFORMS,
Complete. Size 12. Very good condition.
and 478 read about it in a newsCall 247-9170 after 6 p.m.
paper, indicating that 132 did
49co ALLSTATE MOTORBIKE. New, :iuat
both.
over 2000 mi. Perfect lor campus ~m
muting. Call Mr. David at Valley Pool nf.
Humphrey also gained among
ter 4 p.m., 345-0321.
the sampling as a whole, coming
RED '68 SUZUKI 196. Excellent condition,
within less than 4 percentage
only $500. Phone 248-0619. ask !or Joetta.
points of Nixon.
FADED BLUE '55 Chevy, 4-door. V-8,
Percentages Changed
Radio, Heater. Asking $250. Come by
Of the 1,804 persons questioned,
Lobo office, don't calL Ask for Burton.
34.3 per cent said if the election
NEAR UNM. Three bedroom, hntb, living
room, dining area, den. Can he bought
were held they "most want" Nixfor amnii down payment and about $100
on for president, 30.4 per cent
a montb. Call Sam Cooper, Caird Norris
Realty, 265-8674, evenings 842-8280.
Humphrey, 17.2 per cent WallacP-,
CORRALES WINESAP APPLES. F...,bly
picked. Crisp and tangy. For eating,
cooking & freezing. Quality guaranteed.
Only $4 for a 40-ponnd box. Delivered
to the University area. Cnll 898-0450.
1953 MG TD Excellent condition. New
tires, recently overhauled engine. $1000,
Phone 296-2536.
NEW AUTO STEREO with sPeakers. New
color organ. Take botb !or $100. 842·
8056 all day.
SET of the GREAT BOOKS. Excellent con•
dition. 66· Vol. witb bcokcnse. $285.00.
Phone 296-2481.
WELL MAINTAINED, one owner '63
Rambler, 4 door Sedan with mounted
snow tires for $600. Phone evcnings,
Santa Fe 983-2158.

Greek open house; 4:00 p.m.
Silver Anniversity, classes of
1942, '43, '44; reception-No Host
Bar 4:00 to 5:00; Buil'et; 4;00 to
6:00 p.m.
S.B.A. Reception; Mountaiuview
Apartments, 2323 Kathryn Ave.
S.E.; 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Concert-Sergio Mendes and
Brasil '66; UNM Arena; tickets
$6, $5, $4, and $3.00 at Popejoy
Hall Box Office; 8:15 p.m.
Alumni Homecoming Dance;
Western Skies Motor Hotel; $1.50
tickets available at registration;
9:00 p.m.

After VietNam Sfafemenf

Wanf Ads

.(

University College Tour; 9:30
a.m.
Engineering Coil'ee Re~,eption;
C.E. concrete lab and/or patio;
tour of Farris Center; 9:30 a.m.
Homecoming parade; 9:30 a.m.
New Student Health Service
open house; 10:30.
Lobo Chuck Wagon; UNM
Arena; Outstanding Teaching
Award presented by President
Heady; 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Football Game; UNM versus
San Jose State; tickets $3.00;
1:30 p.m.

Alumni Restration; Popejoy
Hall; 8:00 a.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Alummobile Train Excursion;
leaves every half hour from Johnson Gym parking lot for campus
tour; 8 :00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Go I d en Alumni Breakfast;
Union, room 230; tickets courtesy
of President Heady; 8:00 a.m.
All-University Women's Breakfast; Union Desert Room; tickets
$1.75 at Alumni Office or Panhellenic members; 8:30 a.m.
Lettermen's Breakfast; Sundowner Hotel, 6101 Central N.E.;
8:30 a.m.

231-C; 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Lettermen's Reception; Albuquerque National Banlr, East Central Branch; north entrance; 7:00
p.m. to 9 :00 p.m.
House Decoration Tour; entrance Girard Place N.E.
UNM Orchestra Series Concert;
Kurt Frederick, conductor, Mauricio Fuks, violin soloist; Popejoy
Hall; tickets $1.50 general admission, $1.00 for children; 8:15 p.m.

Student Orientation Committee
will probably make up its deficit
next semester when orientation
expenses will be lighter, he added.
After the report, five senators
proposed a bill stating that the
Associated Students "shall not
pay nor allow payment of any
Associated Student funds except
as provided by Associated Student law.''
The bill provides that any person who "willfully' overspends
this money will be referred to the
student government attorney general for prosecution.
Curry said that there were usually three to six organizations
who spent more than their alloted
funds each year.
In explaining the bill, Senator
Steve van Dresser said that now a
campus g1·oup can spend all of the
Student Senate money and the
senate could do nothing about it.

on sale today at the Popejoy Hall
box-office.
"Cactus Flower" is still showing in New York for itl> third
year. The play opened in Paris
and was a sell-out success for two
years. Abe Burrows, author of
"Guys and Dolls" and "How to
Succeed In Business Without
Really Trying," then adapted the
play for American audiences.
A playboy dentist, who is adverse to marriage, and his coolly
efficient receptionist masquerade
as husband and wife in order to
rescue him from a romantic
crisis. This deception naturally
leads to unforseen complications.
"Cactus Flower'' was describG&· n
by the New Yorker as "suffused
with amiability, persistently provoking laughter.''
The play is being brought to
UNM by the Producing Managers
Company, sponsors of such recent
tours as "Absence of a Cello,"
"Generation," "The Impossible
Years," "Luv," and "Wait Until
Dark.''
The supporting cast includes
Pat Stevens, William Tynan, Jerry Terheyden, Yvonne Vincic, Linda Bates, Steven Meyer, and Dennis Kennedy.
Ticket prices are $5.50, 5.00,
4.50, 4.00, and 3.50. Students with
aclivity cards may buy tickets at
half price,
'
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Seeks California Votes
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:;_~bltted 1aily every week of the Univemity year by the Board of Student Publications
o1 e ssoc ated Students. of the. University of New Mexico, Second-class postage paid
at Albuquerque, N<,w Mruuco. Pn'!t<;<l by tho UN!\1 Printing Plant. Subscription rate:
$5.oq for the school year, 'rl!e opmums expressed on the editorial pages of The New
Mu~•oo .Lobo do not neoessar1ly represent the views o£ the Associated Students or the
DlVerBlty.

Bema

Nixon Campaigns Against PornographY

Replies to Editorial

LOS ANGELES (UPI-Shouting "sock it to 'em, sock it to 'em,"
a beaming Richard M. Nixon
Wednesday wooed fickle California voters who once left him a
beaten and bitter man.
The GOP presidential candidate
hit hard at pornography and hecklers as he stumped through
smoggy sunshine in Los Angeles
suburbia.
To 7,000 supporters at Santa
Monica Civic Auditorium, Nixon
acknowledged that the polls
showed him leading Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey in the
struggle for California's lode of
40 electoral votes.
"But I don't care what the polls
say, we're going to sock it to 'em"
Hecklers in the audience, some
of them waving banners reading
"McCarthy,'' shouted "fascist"
and raised signs reading, "Nixon
is a four-letter worr'l."
More Supporters Than Hecklers
But Nixon only smiled, noting
that at Nixon rallies there were
more supporters than hecklers.
"Sock it to 'em, sock it to 'em,' he
shoujted, egging on his supporters
to drown out the hecklers.
"I propose that we adopt a law

Bema Is qjgned guest editorial opinion, not necessarily reflecting the views of The Lobo.

By DAVID PUGH

No More Sandbox?
Student Senators Lee Pittard and Robert Speer last night
introduced a bill to Senate that may have been the longawaited first step towards converting student government
from an unconcerned clique to an effective, useful organ of
student leadership.
Pittard and Speer called for the establishment of a draft
counseling service that would strive to keep draft eligible
students informed on their rights and privileges under everchanging and often ambiguous Selective Service regulations.
The service would also keep students informed on the
various opportunities available in the Armed Forces thus
helping distraught students select the lesser of the 'many
evils if military service becomes inevitable.
A competent counselor would be invaluable in helping to
interpret the run-around language that is an essential part
of the Selective Service system and in showing alternatives
to panic stricken decisions that a young :man could regret for
' 1;ne rest of his life.
.
Until now, student government has chosen to virtually
ignore the fear that is constantly a part of every healthy
male student's thoughts. The only draft counseling services
available to students have been provided by concerned individuals who share the same fear.
It appears that student government has come to some
sort of a realization of itself as a servant of the student and
is possibly awakening to its own potential as a tool of student power.
. Undoubtedly, there will be violent objections to this service by those who cannot comprehend why students want a
hand in determining their own futures. When Associated
Students President Jim Dines proposed the draft counseling
service in his State· of the Campus address two weeks ago
. he aroused cries of draft-dodging from one candidate for
the United States Congress.
Students have been pressed unquestioningly into involuntary servitude for far too long and it is refreshing to see
·. student government finally taking an interest in this crucial
issue.
The draft counseling proposal is actually the second defi·. nite stand that Senate has taken in the young school year.
The first was a proposal introduced by Steve van Dresser
recvmmending that women's hours be made optional to
women students over the age of 18, another step that stands
. up for student rights.
Could the ''grass roots reform" of student government
that President Dines enunciated during his campaign last
·year (and that was incidentally pooh-poohed as pure politics
by the knowledgeable) be a reality?
Maybe Dines' concept of. student government extends
;;;~beyond the second floor of the Union and into real life.
1!I!

Your editorial endorsement- of
Nobody for President leaves me
wondering.
You say you "believe Hubert
Humphrey lacks the necessary
personal conviction to become our
nation's leader." As they say in
English 101, would you like to
defend that with about 500 words
of specifics? If you mean Viet
Nam, it should be perfectly clear
from his choice of foreign-policy
advisers what HHH thinks about
it.
On page one of Wednesday's
issue, you noted what Arthur
Goldberg thinks about Gene McCarthy and what the McCarthy
forces in New York think about
Goldberg. Yet Goldberg chose to
work for a more peaceful policy
in VietNam from within the Administration until a few months
ago.
He's a hero now to dilletantes
who villified Arthur Goldberg (as
some still villify HHH today)
the dove U.N. Ambassador, to
people who insist that the only
way for ;peace is their way, despite the fact that their wayglad though I am to have it has been only partially successful and is only half the answer.
And you have not yet answered
the arguments about the national
peril the resignation of a VicePresident might have caused.
You say "not one of these candidates has focused on the major
problems of the day." Well, one of
them wants to stop all the bombing, wants to finish the job of
securing Negro rights, wants to
ratify
the
Non-Proliferation
Treaty and to create a new peaceful foreign policy, wants to remake our cities with a massive
attack on their rot; wants to reform our scandalous oil-depletion
tax allowances; wants a new program that will guarantee college

to everyone who can qualify academically - not financially - to
attend, wants to see that the
Supreme Court isn't handed over
to the reactionaries. He also has
positions on the minor issues,
like standing up to the truck lobby. Where have you been?
Face the reality that we may
be lucky enough to live here for
another four years. If we have
another Cuban missle crisis in
those years, do you want to face
it with Hubert Humphrey and
Arthur Goldberg and George
Ball, or with Richard Nixon and
Nobody-knows-who, or with your
own Mr. Nobody? If you pick
Mr. Nobody, don't complain if our
foreign policy isn't that of Goldberg and Ball.
Face the reality that we may
have to deal with Stop-civil-rights
and Censor-the-campuses at home
during the next four years, and
that these things may turn out
to be much more important to
those years than Viet Nam. Isn't
there a choice among the candidates on these matters?
If you pick Mr. Nobody, don't
complain if blacks and students
have a hard four years.
You say your silent vote for
Mr. Nobody will "make national
politicians once again responsible
and responsive to the American
people." Uh-huh. To those ;people
who do vote and whose power
puts their debtor in office, maybe.
If you mean something else,
why don't you get specific and
show how the process will work?
Give us an historical precedent
of a president or a governor who
sh:vpPd up hPcause he w11s afraid
of the people who wouldn't vote
for him or for his opponents.
Show us how you wi11 be able
to take over a party in four years
from the vast number of people,
far more numerous than you, who
worked hard this year and may

not feel obliged to give what they
worked for to a minority of Mr.
Nobody fans.
Support your last th~·ee paragraphs specifically. Your generalities are a little bare.
Don't take my word for it.
Put your editorial to a test. Take
it to the Kiva this afternoon
(Thursday) at 4:00, and read
it to William P. Gerberding,
UCLA professor of political science. He once worked for Gene
McCarthy. Ask ·him what he
thinks.

Some See Vision
Of Virgin Mary
ST. BRUNO, Que. (UPI)-An
estimated 20,000 people jammed a
muddy field in the cold and rain
Monday night, but a much heralded "vi~ion of the Virgin Mary"
failed to appear.
A spokesman for the overworked local police force said about
half of the crowd of about 20,000
remained on the field although the
vision failed to appear as scheduled between '1':30 and 9 p.m.
EDT. Some cripples claimed to
have seen an apparition, but the
vast majority of the crowd saw
nothing.
Roman Catholic schools in the
community of about 12,000 persons 13 miles east of Montreal
were closed, hotels and motels in
the area posted "no vacancy"
signs and police called in reinforcements to handle the biggest
traffic jam in the area's history.
The apparition was promised
last July 22 by six girls, ranging
in age from 7 to 13, who also
said that the Virgin appeared to
them in a field behind a house on
De Montarville Street.

Yi ppies Urge Americans

Do Not Vote November 5
(Editor's note: This is the view
of the Youth International Party
(YIPPIES) on the coming election.)
Come into the streets on Nov.
5, election day. Vote with your
feet. Rise up and abandon the
creeping meatball! Demand the
bars be open. Make music and
dance at every red light. A festival of life in the streets and
parks throughout the world. The
Am e r i c an election represents
death, and we are alive.
Come all you rebels, youth
spirits, r o c k minstrels, bomb
throwers, bank robbers, peacock
freaks, toe worshippers, poets,
street folk, liberated women, professors and body snatchers: it is
election day and we are everywhere.
Don't vote in a jackass-elephant-cracker circus. Let's vote
for ourselves. Me for President.
We are the revolution. We will
strike and boycott the election
and create our own reality.
Can you dig it: in every hamlet
and metropolis of America boycotts, strikes, sit-ins, pickets, lieins, pray-ins, feel-ins, piss-ins at
the polling places.

Nobody goes to work. Nobody
goes to school. Nobody votes. Everyone becomes a life actor of the
street doing his thing, making
the revolution by freeing himself
and mucking up the system.
Ministers dragged away from
the polling places. Free chicken
and ice cream in the streets.
Thousands of kazoos, drums, triangles, pots and pans, trumpets,
street fairs, fire-crackers-a symphony of life on a day of death.
Force the national guard to
protect every po1ling place in the
country. Brush your teeth in the
streets. Organize a sack race. Join
the rifle club of your choice. Freak
out the pigs with exhibitions of
snake dancing and karate at the
local pig pen,
Hold motorcycle races a hundred yards from t h e polling
places. Fly an American flag out
of every house so confused voters
can't find the polling places, Wear
costumes. Take a burning draft
card to Spiro Agnew.
Stall for hours in the polling
places trying to decide between
Nixon and Humphrey and Wallace. Take your clothes off. Put
wall posters up all over the city.

making it a federal criminal offenae to mail obscene matter to
children under 16. And in that
law, we can set standards about
sadism, perversions and violent
sex to protect children.
"Such a children's anti-obscenity act is needed now to turn the
tide of pornography aimed at
teen-agers."

Student Number
High at Western
Western New Mexico University's enrollment increased by 18.2
percent over the 1967 fall figure
with 1,458 students enrolled this
fall announced the Dean of Student Affairs, Dr. Donald S. Overturf.
"Without a doubt, the improvement in the local economy and the
population growth in Grant County have resulted in more persons
in the area enrolling at the university,' said Dr. Overturf.
UNM's enrollment for 1968 was
put at 14,500 students by the
UNM News.
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Announe<!tnents by
tho UNM community will be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-hour deadline
is in effect.
Wednesday, Oct. 16
Wednesday night dance; Union ballroom;
8:00 p.m.
Coronation of Homecoming Queen and
Attendants; Popejoy Hall; 8 :00 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 17
UCD .films; EE·201; 6 :30-8 :30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 18
Homecoming.
Friday night dance; Union ballroom;
8:00 p.m.
"Homecoming house decoration tour.
Collrgc or !•'ina Arl'i L12cturc; UThc Effect
of the Invention of th~ Motion Picture;; on
Pnintin~'t Uy Gordon Hendriclrn; Fina Arts
ReciU.IUnll; 3:30p.m.
Saturday, Oet. 1n

Calling U
'
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Thursday, Oct. 10
Lecture by W. P. Gerberding, UCLA PO·
liticnl science !ncuJty, ••Humphrey's Cam•
pa,ign !or the Prc.shiency.'' Kiva, 4 p.m.
Friday, O<t. 11
Student Affnirs meeting; office of Vice
Pr~idt>nt or Stu i(>nt A ffnir~· 9 ~~.-. " m.
Film Fare: "My Little Chickadee" and
.,A Night at the Opcrn;' Union theater.
Friday night dance; Union ballroom:
S:OO p,m.
Poetry Reading by Robert Credcy; Anthropology Lecture hall: 8:00 p.m .
Saturday, Oct. 12
Zimmerman I.Jibrary MoWrcycJc n.ntl
Timing Am..:oeiation: bil~~ run to Fine
l?lats. Meet in front of Zimmerman Library n: 30 n.m.
Sunday, Oct. 13

FUm Fnrc: ••Georgy Girl:" Union theater..

II

lnt<'rnntionul Club, "Dc:;ncrt/' Union Ball..
room, 7 J•.m.
Monday, Oot. 14
Student..~"nculty Assocfntion "Abo1ishinr.'
Grades in School," Union Room 129, 12:30

II

p.nl.

"'I

TuC!ldny, Oct. 16
l'ilm or "Tho Mikodo" by D'Oy]y Corte
Ot•orn. C'ompony; Popejoy Hnllnt ~:ao p.m.
Itorrtceoming <>lcctions; Unton Gnlie.rY.
UCD .llbno; EE-201; 6:30·8:30 p.m.

Federal Scn•icc Entrance E,;:nminntion;

1201 Mountain Rd. NE; 8 :30 a.m.
Homecoming.
Lobo t"ootball: San Jose St.:ltc: University SU.dium; 1:80 p.m.
Concert; Uni'ltMSit)" Arcnn: 8:16 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 20
Fibn Fare: "Divoroe American Style;"
Union theater.
Monday, Oct. 21
Danseurs Africnins; Popejoy Hall; 8:15
p.m.

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers
KUNM supports nothing,
believes
in everything.

...

Angeles area was geared to middle-class
neighborhoods,
The
thrust of his campaigning was to
fire up local supporters who
would, in turn, help get out the
vote in November. "Just talk to
ten people on the fence," he told
one rally, "that may make the
difference."
. The closest he came to a ghetto
was one rigged on the 20th Century-Fox movie lot.
Still later in the day, Nixon

Geology Exhibits
Display Vertebra
New exhibits now on display in
the UNM geology museum include
coral arrangements, a whale vertebra, New Mexico ores, and a
gypsum arrangement.
The coral from Tonga was collected and dona ted by a retired
buyer for the Matson lines. Miss
Joan Camp who set up the coral
display also set up the ore exhibit that shows uses of the New
Mexico minerals.
The whale vertebra is surrounded by various fossils and parts of
skeletons for comparison purposes. The museum, located in the
geology building, is open to the
public without charge from 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m.

traveled to Burbank, where NBCTV's "Laur~h-In" show is taped.
Nixon earlier this year appeared
on the show and delivered one of
its famous "sock it to me" lines.
Except for a brief visit to
Humphrey's hometown of Minneapolis Tuesday to invite the "rejected" supporters of Sen. Eugene
McCarthy to join him, Nixon is
concentrating almost exclusively
in the final weeks of the campaign
on the seven states he considers
most important.
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohiol
Michigan, Illinois, T~xas and California, which he calls "swingers,''
hold 210 electoral votes and assured victory.

NSA Will Receive
Foundation Grant
NEW YORK - The National
to the N.S.A., is "to generate
Student Association, the nation's
oldest and largest student government organization, will receive a
$315,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation to coordinate and assist student-initiated educational
reform movements. A major objective of the program according
to the N.S.A., is "to generate
quiet revolutions instead of ugly
ones" on U.S. campuses.

Sergio Mendes
Brazil'66
Tickets On Sale
At Student Activities
Booth in Pope\oy HaH
-'I(_•

Hold block parties. Release hundreds of greased pigs in pig uni·
forms downtown.
Throughout the world thousands of students will march on
U.S. embassies demanding to vote
in the election 'cause Ungle pig
controls the world. No domination
without representation .
Let's make 2300 Chicago's on
election day.
On election day let's pay tribute to rioters, anarchists, Commies, runaways, draft dodgers,
acid freaks, snipers, beatniks, deserters, Chinese spies. Let's exorcise all politicians, generals, publishers, businessmen, Po p e s ,
American Legion, AMA, FBI,
narcos, informers.
Begin now: resist oppression as
you feel it. Organize and begin
the word-of-mouth communication
that is the basis of all conspiracies. Coordinate information and
ideas by writing or calling the
Radical Coordinating Committee
or N.M. Resistance.
Every man a revolution! Every
small group a revolutionary center! We will be together on election day. Yippiel!l

THE END IS NEAR

-----------~--------------------------------------

AM/FM/FM/ STEREO
MUSIC. SYSrEM

An ontltely ni!W cont:rJpi

ltl lla\Gni!IO lr'!ll)~ll'lt'lnl

ONL.Y 1\Dil.II!-COMPLETEl

Near the University

3011 Monte Vista NE
(at tho lriang1e) 255-1695

.

His statement on filth was underlined at one point as his motorcade, guarded by about two-dozen
motorcycle p o 1 i c em en, passed
through an area of Hollywood
flanked by topless go-go girl bars
and second-rate movie houses
showing gamy films.
Appeals to Same Voters
Nixon was appealing to the
same voters who, many said, left
him politically dead in 1962, when
he was defeated for the governor's mansion by Edmund G. "Pat"
Brown.
But Nixon exuded the confidence of a winner as he introduced Max Rafferty, GOP candidate for the U.S. Senate, and
other Republicans facing election
battles in California.
At a shopping center rally in
Panorama City, Nixon again emphasized the crowds he was drawing.
"I've never seen bigger crowds.
Something is moving.''
Nixon held a meeting with Mexican-Americans and GOP leaders
at the Holiday Inn in Sherman
Oaks later in the day, but in a
statement issued about the meeting, the GOP candidate did not
touch on any of the urban problems plaguing Mexican-Americans
as much as Negroes.
Local Supporters
Nixon's swing through the Los

Friendly Is
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This is the last week you can order a University of New Mexico
yearbook. October 12 1 is the last day orders for the 1968-69
Mirage will be accepted. Your two dollars may be mailed to
UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico, or brought to the
Student Publications office in the Journalism Building.
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Democrats' Poll· Says Humphrey to Win

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Democratic ·political professionals, skeptical of recent polls that show Republican Richard M. Nixon with

a commanding lead for the presidency, have told Hubert H. Humphrey he can still win the White
House.

HHH Speaks In Boston

Bombing l-lalt Called
A Pre·lude to Peace
·NEW YORK (UPI) - Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey
said Wednesday a jlalt in U.S.
bombing in VietNam could be a
prelude to peace if "Hanoi shows
good faith."
The Democratic presidential
candidate made the remark in a
prepared speech in which he accused Republican candidate Richard M. Nixon of waging a ''dangerous-and tricky" campaign CID
domestic issues. He again challenged Nixon to debate him on
Viet Nam and condemned his opponent for being ''silent" on the
war - "the greatest torment vf
our time."
Earlier, in a Boston speech,
Humphrey focused on domestic
issu()s, saying he would maintain
highly trained national guard riot
control units on continual alert to
quell violence in the cities.
Friendly Reception
He received a generally friendly reception in Boston, a sharp
contrast to a previous visit in
which raucous hecklers drowned
out his remarks.
The prepared text on Humphrey's New York speech at a
liberal party dinner made no mention of the refusal by Sen. Eugene J. MeCarthy, unsuccessful
peace candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination, the
night before in New York ~ endorse the Democratic ticket.
Humphrey in :recent week s
moved closer toward the McCarthy position and had hoped to
¥,ain McCarthy's support.
'"' But for the second conseeutive
day, Humphrey emphasized that
his support for a halt in U.S.
bombing of North Viet Nam was
conditional on what North Viet
Nam would do.
Spelled Out Plan
"I have spelled out how I would
stop the bombing - as Hanoi
shows good faith- as a step toward peace- a risk fully within
our national interest," Humphrey
said. "I have laid down my proposal for a cease:fire, :for deAmericanization of the war and
for free elections in South Viet
Nam with all factions participating.
IltcCarthy said, '"We're not satisfied with the declared intention
of free elections sometime in the
future," and added, "we have to
be willing to accept a new government in Viet Nam because
that's what the war's been about!'
Humphray attended the dinner
to deliver an acceptance speech
for the liberal party nomination
for the president:y. The Democratic candidate said he was glad
to join his name with that of the
liberal party in New York ''on
the ballot in legal wedlock."
Humphrey said he wanted to
'tpay my respects to your choice
of words" in the liberal party
plank which proposes a :further
peace initiative by the United
States through a cessation of
bombing in North VietNam as a
"prelude to productive negotiations."
c•

I
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Ravaging Rivers Create
Slides; Death Toil Rises
Flood-swollen rivers and landslides have killed at least 2,500
persons in the Himalayan states
of Sikldm and Bhutan and neighboring a:teafl: o£ India nnd Pakistan, it was repm:ted Wednesday.
The death toll :from floods ravaging India's Northw11st :Bengal
was estimated at 2,000; Pakistan
l'eported at least 200 -dead or
mil!!.ing in the five northern dis·
tricts o£ East Pakistan, and offidal estimates based on incomplete
accounts said 200 died in Bhutan
and 100 in Sikkim.

Humphrey said such a prelude
"is the opening passage of a
greater work of peace in Southeast Asia."
Humphrey noted that Nixon
and third party candidate George
C. Wall ace all!o said they wanted
peace.
"But my Republican opponent
has remained silent on how to
achieve it," Humphrey said. "The
other day he dropped a sly hint
that he might be able to accept
peace terms that the Pl'esent administration could not. But he did
not say what those terms might
be."

.With the Nov, 5 general elecOne, by the New York Times,
tion less than a month away, the found Nixon far out in front with
Democratic National Committee 380 electoral votes, compared to
has conceded in a private docu- only 28 for Humphrey and 66 for
ment that Humphrey is "quite far Wallace. The other, published by
behind" in some states and l"e- the Washington Post, showed
gions, particularly the South and Nixon leading with 256, HumphWest.
l'CY getting 32 and Wall ace J:eBut the committee, basing its ceiving 4S. Both surveys left less
hopes on the results of statewide than 100 electoral votes in the
polls it commissioned since the toss-up category,
The Democratic professionals
Democratic National Convention
in Chicago, is convinced the presi- contend these and other polls are
dential race is far closer than in- misleading because, by averaging
dicated by national public opinion out the voter sampling, they make
projections for an entire region
surveys.
According to the Democratic but fail to take into account wide
polls, the current breakdown in swings from state to stat\l. This,
electoral college strength shows the committee feels, makes the
Humphrey getting 201 votes, Nix- polls disto1·ted, since the margin
on 159, and third-party candidate by which Humphrey loses certain
George C. Wallace 92, with the states will have no bearing on the
l'emaining 36 electoral votes still electoral vote.
up for grabs.
Thin Line of Surveys
For
example, the committee
270 Electoral Votes Needed
noted that although a candidate
A total of 270 electoral votes is may lose one state by a wide marneeded for election.
gin and barely win anothe1•, the
This assessment by the Demo- electoral effect is the same. But,
cratic-sponsored polls is seriously said the committee, averaging
at odds with the findings o:C two out the votes in a poll could misnational surveys published last takenly give both states to the
weekend.
same ~:andidate.

Voting Tuesday

Students Will ~lect
l-lomecoming Queen

The Democratic analysis found
Humphrey ahead in 14 states,
with narrow margins of only 2
or 3 per cent in four of the big
seven states which have more
than 20 electoral votes each: New
York, Pennsylvania, Michigan and
Texas.
It showed Nixon leading in 18
states but holding substantial
margins ,-in only, two of the big
seven~Illinoil! and California.
Wallace Has Nine States
Wallace is ahead in nine states,
all in the South, according to the
committee's tl\bulation.
In ten states, including one of
the big seven, Ohio, the committee deemed the polls too close to
predict victory for any one of the
candidates. In two of those states,
Maryland and Ohio, the Democratic analysis reported Nixon
and Humphrey in a dead heat, assuming the Supreme Court will
rule in favor of Wallace's petition
to get on the Ohio ballot.
The document acknowledged
there is a "strong conservative
trend" in the nation this year but
claimed that Nixon and Wallace
waul split the conservative vote.

UN.M Photo by Dauner

Homecoming

Homecoming committee members are bm;y making last minute preparations for next week's big celebration. The committee from left to
right consists of (standing) Susie Carlton, Susan Campbell, Bob
Storey, Coleman 'l'raveistead and Jack Muecke. With his back to the
camera is Rick Triviz, to his left are Susan Jones, Julie Bratun, Janet
Sehtdtz, Joe Fiorillo, chairman; Tom Garcia, Kay Bratton, Diane Dal
Santo and Mary MacPherson,

Committee Seals
By TOM GARCIA
Last minute preparations for
next week's Homecoming celebration were made by the Homecoming committee at a special meeting Monday.
E I e c tions for Homecoming
queen will be held Tuesday, Oct.
15 from 8 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m. in the
Union Gallery. The ten finalists
will be introduced during coronation ceremonies, Wednesday, Oct,
16 at 8 p.m. in Popejoy Hall. The
queen and her two attendants will
bll crowned at that time.
Decoration Judging
The judging of dormitory and
Greek house decorations will begin at 5 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 18,
with the public tour of the houses
set for 6:30 p.m.
Following the house tour there
will be a pep rally on the Union
Mall. A "fast" dance will begin at
9 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
Winners of the house decorations
contest wi!I be announced during
the dance. Additional information

Election of the 1968 Homecoming queen will be held Tuesday,
Oct. 15 from 8 a..m. to 4:30 p.m.
in the gallery of the Union Ballroom.
Elections committee chahmm1
Kay Bratton and Diane Dal Santo said voting will be done with
I.B.M. cards and will be weighlld,
which means that students must
vote for three girls in order of
preferance.
Only full-time UNM undergraduate students with I.D. cards
will be eligible to vote.
The top ten finalists will be notified Tuesday night and will be
pres en ted at the coronation assembly Wednesday night at 8 in
Popejoy Hall. The queen and her

concerning Friday night's dance
will be available shol·tly.
Homecoming Parade
The big day will be Saturday,
Oct. 19, beginning with the Homecoming parade at 9:30 a.m. The
parade will form on Redondo
Drive in front of Coronado Hall
and will proceed to Central Ave.
From Central, the parade will
travel to University Blvd. and
will disband on Mesa Vista.
The entire week's activities will
revolve around the theme of "Cinerama '68'' and will honor the
class of '58,
The Homecoming game against
San Jose State will begin at 1:30
p.m. at University Stadium, Saturday, Oct. 19. Large pre-game
and half-time shows are planned.
The top three winners in the parade competition will be honored
during the half-time show.
The Homecoming Concert with
Sergio Mendes and Brasil '66 will
begin at 8:15 p.m. in the UNM
arena.

The famed ensemble, since its
association with Herb Alpert and
his Tijuana Brass, has been a consistent album seller. Mendes, who
came to this country in 1965 from
his native Brazil, describes his
musical sound as a fusing of bassa nova and modern beat. He calls

Junior Men's Honorary
Chooses New Officers

Plans

Homecoming

it a "ne;v Latin sound," and a
"new international pop sound.''
Tickets for the concert are now
on sale at the Popejoy Hall ticket
booth for $6, $5, $4, and $3 with a
$1 discount for UNM students.
All seats are reserved.
After the concert, there will be
a dance in the Union Ballroom.

SPECIAL
FREE LESSONS!

two attendents will be anrJounced
at the assembly.
The remaining seven girls will
make up the qucen's court and
will be presented, along with the
queen and her attendents, at halftime ceremonies during the LoboSan Jose State game on Saturday
at 1:30 p.m.
The queen will also appear in
the Homecoming Parade to be
held Saturday, Oct. 19 at 9:30
a.m.
-Any group or organization that
wishes to participate in this parade should call or see Susie Carlton at the Kappa Kappa Gamma
House immediately. Applications
must be in as soon as possible.

Chakaa, junior men's honorary
at UNM, t>lected politka1 science
major Robert Lee Finch as its
new president.
New vice-president is Gregory
Ramsey; secretary, Albert Eizzoli; treasurer, Stanley Sieg.
The honorary's members must
have a 2.75 grade point average
and participate in two extracurricular activities.

If you buy a Campus 60-or any Yamaha Exciter-you
will receive FREE riding lessons from an expert instructor. These lessons cover everything you'll need to know
-from riding skill and safety regulations to basic maintenance. So take advantage of this special offer now
during Learn-to-Ride-a-Yamaha Month.

Lowest Prices • Fairest Terms
Campus 60 onfy $269

Art Museum to Display
Old French Lithographs
An exhibition of nearly 100
19th centu1·y French litho.rrraphs,
which opens Oct. 13 at UNM Art
:Museum, includes examples of the
diverse art movements - from
Neo-Classicism and Romantici:;m
to Symbolism and Impressionism
- which were found in France
during the 1800's.
Large Exhibition
Represented in the exhibWon
are more than 4G artists of the
century like Delacroix, Daumier,
Cezanne and Toulouse- Lautrec.
Many o£ those whose works arc
included usually were painters,
but they also experimented or
worked in the new art form opened by the discovery o£ the lithographic process 170 years ago.
Artists of the Romantic period
found lithography an art :form
which permitted a much more
spontaneous approach than other

types.
Commertial Success
Commercial success of lithogcaused its loss of favor

among artists during the middle
part of the 19th century, but it
was nble to regain its importance
as an art form during the third
quarter. The process was culminated in the renaissance of the medium in the 1890's.
Artists of several schools experimented and left lithographic
examples of t h e i r particular
movements. Cheret, earlier, had
brought color lithography to a
new level of art. During the
1890's color posters became popular in France and many artists
like Toulouse-Lautrec made the
color poster produced through
lithography one of the bestknown types of art.

U.S. NAVAL CIVIL
ENGINEERING LAB
RECIWJTING REPRESENTATIVE
FROM
Port Hueneme, California
(where you ski in the morning
and surf in the afternoon)

is
interviewing engineering grads
with

BS, MS, PhD DEGREES
in
CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, or
MECHANICAL

YAMAHA SAtES

4724 Menaul Blvd. NE.

Hall

Popejoy

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Present

PERFORMING ARTS FILMS
Tuesday, October 15
The D'oyly Carte Opera Company
Production of
Gilbert & Sullivan's

THE MIKADO

also
any grads interested in a
career in

First Time in Albuquerque
in Brilliant Color

OPERATIONS RESEARCH
on
Monday 21 October 1968
..
-

Subscriptions-Five Great Films
Adults-7:00---Fac/Staff 5.DO
UNM Students-3.00
Single Tickets-Fac/Staff-1 :50
Students 1.00

~

·-~-

Interview appointments and
info at your Placement Office.
All positions are in the Federal
Career Civil Service-an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

255-0237

TEL

277~3 ~ 2 i

-

-

-
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-~-
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Detroit's Tigers
Take 6th Game;
Northrup Stars
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-Jim Northrup's grand slam homer triggered
a record-tying 10-run explosion in
the third inning Wednesday, as
the spunky Detroit Tigers routed
the St. Louis Cardinals 13-1 to
even the World Series at three
games apiece and set the stage
for the seventh and deciding
game Thursday.
Northrup, who hit four grand
slammers this season and has
seven in his lifetime, connected
. off reliever Larry Jaster with the
bases loaded and none out for the
11th slam in Series history to
boost the Tigers lead to 8-0. Detroit then added four more runs
in the inning and romped to the
victory behind Denny McLain.
The Tigers, attempting to become the third team ever to rally
from a 3-1 deficit and win the
Series, will now send Mickey Lo!i!)h against Bob Gibson-the only
man ever to win the seventh
game of two different World Series - in the deciding contest
Thursday.
The game, delayed by rain for
49 minutes in the eighth inning,
started 10 minutes late because
of a morning shower, and the TiThe 14th annual William H. Tucker Invitational Collegiate Golf tournament is being held at UNM's new golf gers ended it early with the 10on the south campus. The four-day tourney winds up Saturday with finals in the four-round 72-hole run outburst w h i e h included
South Golf Course course
men's division and the women's three round 54-hole affair.
Northrup's homer, six singles,
four walks and one hit batter
against Cardinal loser Ray Washburn and three relievers.
The third inning outburst enabled the Tigers to tie six individual
Series records and three
will be 5-10 Rocky Long at quar- quences, and Bill Cunningham been under somewhat of a handi- team records.
By SPORTS INFORMATION
(225) of Plainview, Texas at the cap as far as working out as a
The UNM freshman football terback. Long played his prep
team. Four days out of the week,
team opens its four-game schedule ball at Alta Lorna, Calif. and was tackles with Skip Lawson (196)
they serve as a scouting team for
of
Pomona,
Calif.
at
the
middle
here Saturday when the Wolfpups twice named to the all-league
the Sun Devil varsity, leaving
guard.
The
linebackers
will
be
play host to the Sun Imps from team and to the All-CIF team as
Cliff Archer (190), Tulsa, Okla only Friday for heavy contact
Arizona State University. Kick- .a senior.
work as a group; while on SaturA converted middle guard and and oJhn Lubler (210) Alameda, day mornings, the team has been
off is set for 1:30 p.n1. at Univerend will stat·t at tailback. Hous- N.M. The secondary will have going through light one-hour
sity Stadium.
If preseason practice meo.ns ton Ross, a 207-pounder from Robert Robertson (170), Rolling workouts.
anything, the 1968 Wolfpups Jersey City, N.J., was an all- Heights, Calif. and Bob Gaines
(165), Archer City, Texas at the
could be the best group at New county performer but not as a
Mexico in some time. "We have running back. The bacldield will corners with Gary Dushane
(175), Sacremento, Calif. and
looked very good in spots so far, be completed with :Mike Barbere
STUDENTS
Wayne
Mansell (175) Artesia,
but of course we haven't played
(205) of Carpinteria, Calif., at
N .1\:r. at the safety spots.
National firm has limited numanyone yet," said freshman fullback, and Steve Fuller (176)
Ah
You
Stars
coach Damon Bame. The game is of Jal, N.M., at tailback.
ber of openings for students
Three prep AU-Americans dot
the opener for both schools and
Offense Named
seeking part time employment.
the Sun Imp roster. Junior Ah
the 'Pups will be out to erase last
The
offensive
line
will
have
You, Jeff Horsely, and Lawrence
year's 68-6 loss in Tempe.
Applicants must be neat, well
Harry Price (200) of Iowa Park, Brice. Ah You is a defensive end,
Help Rebuilding
spoken and able to start imThe W olfpups, the first plank Tex. and Ken Ross (220) of while Horsely and Brice are runTONIGHT
Carlsbad
at
the
ends;
Brad
Brain coach Rudy Feldman's rebuildning backs.
. mediately. For interview call
The Sun Imps are coached by
program at New Mexico, want to mer (225) of Claremont, Calif.
7:00
344-1191 Tues., Thurs. and Sat.
start off on a winning note and and Don Thompson (220) of Bill Kajikawa, who is assisted by
mornings.
start a new series. The W olfpups Sherman, Tex. at the tackles; and two 1967 Sun Wevils Rich Sica
have not defeated the ASU Sun Ed 1\:IcElroy (218) of Sherman, and Dick Egloff.
The ASU fresh, like UNM, has
Imps in the past seven years. Sev- Tex. and Herman Fredenburg
(190) of Window Rock, Ariz. at
eral games have been close, such
as the 16-12 loss in 1962 or the the guards. The center will be
Jack Cosby (200) of Claremont,
20-14 defeat in 1965.
Bame is expected to have three Calif.
The defensive line will have
tea1>1s ready-something the varRick
Ferguson {196) from Jal,
sity doesn't have. The Wolfpup
coach will use an offensive team, N.M. and Mike Buck (195) of Aldefensive team and a "both-way" buquerque at the ends; Corky
team. Leading the offensive group Vincent (195) of Truth or Conse-

UNM philosophy professor
Archie Bahm has been invited to
be a co-editor of the lnternationa! Directory of Philosophers,
sponsored by the International Institute of Philosophy.
Dr. Bahm ·returned to campus
for the start of the fall semester

I
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THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
AND SANDIA KIWANIS CLUB

Present

TRAVEL-ADVENWRE WITH
GENE WIANCKO-OCT. 14

men's permo-press

sport shirts

THE MANY FACES
of
JAPAN

2.97
plaids, figures and solids
sport collars or button-down Ivy
collars

BELLAsHess
DEPARTMENT STORE

Brifliant Color--Full Length
Personally Narrated
Subscriptions-Five Greot Films
Faculty 4.00-Students, Kids 3.00
Single Admissions-Faculty 1.25
Students 1.00

TEL. 277-3121

and The Cultural Program Committee

:I

:I

;I
'I

robert t. gaus presents

first time in america

les_danseurs

\I
'II

alricaiDs
l'ensemble national du mali

'

I
I

'.

;i
Ii

I'
,I

;I

sensalionall
exoticI
native!
dancers,
acrobats,

si~g_ers,

Wolfpups, Sun Imps Vie Saturday

Popejoy

after a late summer trip to Enrope where he delivered two addresses at the 14th International
Congress
of
Philosophy at
v·
d
. t th W ld
1enna, an a paper a
e or
Constitutional Convention in Interlakcn, Switzerland.

1,,

Mean Man

Sophomore tackle Marion Boykin will be in action Saturday night for
coach Bill Meek's Utah Redskins as they take on the Lobos. Boykin
stands 6-2, weighs 236 and is from Vacaville, Calif. The Lobos have
never beaten the Redskins in Salt Lake City and will be hoping to end
a 13-game losing strealt.

Leading Independents
1/

Take Grid Triumphs
Mother Carey's Chickens and
Columbus Athletic Club took shutout victories Tuesday afternoon
to headline intramural football.
Mother Carey and her Chickens
waited until the last three minutes
of play before punching across
two quick touchdowns to gain
a 14-0 win. The win just about
sewed up the Independent league
i championship for the Chickens.
The game also saw a little more
roughness than anticipated by the
referees. If such misplay continues, intramural football would
seem to be turning into the
clashes reminiscent of First street
brawls rather than playing football for the enjoyment.
In the other independent league
headliner, Columbus Athletic Club
won its fourth game in a row
with a 37-0 trouncing of the engineers. Things went so good for
the CAC that its offense managed
to score every time it put its
hands on the ball in the first half.
The CAC built up a 25-0 halftime
lead and scored two mo1·e TDs in
the final half to win easily. One
sure touchdown was lost when
clumsy end John Moser missed a
pass which he misjudged.
In othel" intramural action, the
Law School shut out Alpha Phi
Omega 32-0, Students for Democratic Football 27, LDS Institute
0; Woodchucks 8, Pharmacy 0;
Escalante 7, Navajo 6; Yaqui 14,
Chimayo 0; and Mescalero 20,
Acoma 0.
Today 1S games:
3:45-field 1: Navajo vs. Chi·
mayo; field 3: Alpha Kappa

WANTED
MALE STUDENTS

mus1c1ans
direct from
triumphant
european tour!

Lambda vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon;
field 4: Phi Gamma Delta vs. Alpha Tau Omega; field 5: Kappa
Alpha vs. Lambda Chi Alpha.
4:45 - field 1: Escalante vs.
Mescalero; field 2: Yaqui vs. Tewa; field 3: Phi Sigma Kappa vs.
Pi Kappa Alpha; field 5: Sigma
Chi vs. Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
There'll be no games on Friday,
Oct. 11 due to the Fall Fling. So
get out there and do some :fall
"fiing'nl'

ART
SUPPLIES
20% DISCOUNT
Shiva Oib 1!. Water Colors
Brushes- Canvas

Panels- Str<>tchcd Canvas
Stretcher Bars & MMo

lANGELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

MONDAY, OCTDBER 21-8:15 P.M.
ADM.-5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50
UNM Students with Activity Cards
Y2 PRICE

TEL. 277-3121

If Colorado State ever had a
chance to beat Texas Tech, the
team that destroyed Texas last
week, their hopes were left way
up on cloud nine, to the tune of
43-13.
Traditionally, SWC teams are
weak against outside competition
after big games. And the Rams
actually held the Raiders to a
7-3 lead. Hereafter, the Rams
will likely attempt to schedule
WAC foes within the conference,
as the one against Tech unfortunately counts against them in
the WAC rankings.

)
l

CAMPUS tAUNDRY
and CLEANING
Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry
Counselor Always on Duty

2106 Central

S.e.

247·0836

From Coast to Coast

Part Time Employment

the leader in serving

I 0 job openings $126 d wook for 20
hoots work If you moe! our require·
ments. Must be 20 or older and hove
transportation. Interviews will bo held
In Albuquerque and can be applied
for by contacting F. 0. Torres, 126
Richmond S.E. Suite 5 Albuquorquo.
87106. (Please includ~> your phon<>
number)

the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women
Fidelity Union life

The family said "Better call Dad.
Old Mother MacBeth has it bad.
She's wringing her mitts
Crying 'Out! Out of Schlitz!'
No wonder the old girl is mad."
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Lobos Prepare For Redskins
From Sports Information
"I think we will play Utah a
good game this weekend but we'll
have to execute well," said UNM
football coach Rudy Feldman as
his Lobos prepared to meet Utah
in Salt Lake City.
The kickoff for the Western
Athletic Conference game is set
for 8:15 p.m. in the 30,000 seat
Ute Stadium.
·
Feldman and his Lobos took
their woi·st defeat of the season
last week when nationally ranked
Kansas ran over the Lobos 68-7 in
Lawrence, while Utah was notching a 17-li! victory over Washington State in Pullman. The loss to
the Jayhawks dropped New Mexico to an 0-4 mark, while Utah
now stands 1-2 with losses to Nebraska 31-0 and Oregon State
24-21.
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Players Hurt
The Kansas game put two more
Lobos on the doubtful list. Defensive tackle Woody Jones, who
played his high school ball in
Clearfield, Utah, injured a knee
and may not be ready by Saturday. Also injured was tall back
Don Walton, but he is expected to
be at full speed by Wednesday.
Late last week offensive tackle
Rodney Wallace injured a knee
and will be lost for the rest of the
season. As the roster shrinks,
Feldman will be forced to play
several players both ways. Second unit offensive guard Jim
Maurer has been moved to linebacker, and safety Ace Hendricks
is expected to double at safety
and split end.
'We Improved'
"I felt we improved during the
. first three weeks, but not against
Kansas," said Feldman. "We
didn't tackle well at all. We
gave up the ball s~ times in our
own territory, and KU scored on
five of them," Feldman added.
The Lobo head coach said he
thought the best game played so
far was the 19-8 loss to Arizona.
"UTEP couldn't score on them
but we did," said Feldman. "Utah
is on par with Arizona. It is a
sound football team that runs
and throws well," said Feldman.
Redskin quarterback Ray Groth

leads the team in both rushing
and passing after three games.
He has completed 20 of 51 passing attempts for 272 yards and
two TDs and has picked up 128
yards rushing on 36 trips. Groth
is a sprint-out quarterback and
shares the running game with
fullback Steve Molnar. Molnar
has rushed for 101 yards on 29
carries.
QBs Switched
Against Kansas, Feldman alternated his quarterbacks, with
senior Rick Beitler sta1·ting for
the first time this season, a!Ui.ough
Terry Stone was at the ~lo~ )w.Jf
the time. Feldman iD undecided
on his starter for the Utah game.
Stone has not gone to the air as
much as last season when he led
the country in passing. After four
games he has completed 38 out of
80 attempts for 483 yards and

two touchdowns. Beitler is more
of a sprint-out quarterback and
has attempted only 17 passes for
69 yards on si~ completions.
Tailback David Bookert carried
the ball 20 times against the Jayhawks for 81 yards to up his fourgame rushing t':ltal to 275 yards
for a 3.5 yard per carry average.
His 81 yards last Saturday included an eight yard draw play
for New Mexico's only score,
Bookert has now scored in every
game and leads New :Mexico scoring with 24 points.
Scarber Pvlioves Up
Junior college transfer Sam
Searher wan moved to i:he first
unit wingback spot Saturday and
Notre Dame and Purdue have
their Poll Bowl for a number one
ranking, just as Arthur Feidler
has his Hollywood Bowl. But
when it gets down to picking
teams for Blood Bowl, all roads
lead to Dallas for the traditional
Texas-Oklahoma football game
ne~t Saturday in the midst of the
yearly Texas State Fair.

is e~pected to remain there for
the WAC contest in Salt Lake
City. John Pautsch will complete
the backfield at fullback.
Saturday's game will be the
11th meeting between the two
schools with utah holding the advantage 7-2-1. The first meeting
was in the 1938 Sun Bowl when
the Utes shutout the Lobos 26-0.
New Mexico has never defeated
Utah in Salt Lake; and in the past
two games played in Ute Stadium,
the Lobos were unable to score.
In fact, the 1966 game was the
last time the Lobos went scoreless.
The Lobos will also be out to
stop their losing strealr in Western Athletic Conference play and
would like to do it against Utah.
New Mexico's last WAC win was
over Utah-13-10 in a rain-soaked game in Albuquerque in 1965.

Welcome to UNMl
10% Student Discount
On All Services

-------------------------·
111 laundry & Dry Cleaning
Service
111-B Harvard, S.E. 242-5124
$10 VALUE FOR $9
Name: •.. , ...••••• , •••.•••.• , ••
Student ID:

# .................. .

Wyoming has Jed the nation in
rushing defense for the last two
years. Coach Lloyd Eaton's Cowboys yielded an average of 38.5
yards in 1966 and gave up 42.3
yards a game last year.

Want Ads
1965 VW Sednn. Excellent condition, Call
277·5209 1 Dr. Frit?: KMnPter.
TWO S'l'UDI<;NT NURSE'S UNIF0]1~S.
CornpJ<.>te. Size 12. Very good condttion.
Call 247-tll70 after 6 p.m.
4!loe ALI,STATE MOTORlllKE. New, ju:;t
oV(>r 200£) mi. P-('rf~t for campU'l <'om-

mutinr.-. Call Mr. David at Valley Pool nf·
t<•r 4 p.m .. 345-0321.
.------
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Powell Blasts Viet Na m War
Audience Cheers
Ca/J._ for- Pull Out

NEAR UNM. Thr<>.c bedroom~ bath. livint~
room, dinin~ arcn, den. Cnn be bought
for t~mail otiown vnyment and about 8li~·l
n month. Call Sam Cooper, Caird Norrll
Realty. 2fi5·8G74, CVCninr;:i 842-8280.

CORRALES WINESAP APPI.I<:S. Freshly
picked. Cri:;p nnd tangy, Ji'or eatin?.",
cookinr- & freezing. Quality guaranteed.
Only S4 for a 40-pound box, Delivered
to UJC Univ(~rsity nrca. Call 808·0450.
MISCELLANEOUS

KELL ROBERTSON singo folk, country,
blues, Saturday, ~ p.m. at the THUNDERBIRD, PLACITAS, 25~ door charge.
ELIZABETH CHAPMAN's has a clean
restroom.
WANTED: Pronlc interested in reduced
air far~ to wU.-,hington. D.C. for Christruns. Group !are will be $166.00. Call
Mary, ext. 2326, or 842-9502, after 5:30
p.m. Remember there will be no standlJy or student rates during Christmas.
WANTED: Two hn.qhers for sorority
house. Prone 242·9273,
l'HE PLEDGE CLASS of Phi Gamma Delta rlw.llcngcs nny one to do anyUling nt
nny tim{).

Ex-Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. strikes a pose befitting
his position as the minister of the Abyssinian Baptist Church in his
Thursday evening speech in Johnson Gym to nearly 2,000 persons.

By JOY HART
Staff Writer
Adam Clayton Powell, unseated
Congressman from Harlem, received enthusiastic applause from
an UNM audience last night when
he urged an end to the war in
Viet Nam.
"Stop the VietNam war immediately," he said. "Show me one
war that has solved anything,"
he shouted. "War is senseless."
Powell divided his speech into
three parts giving his views on
Black Power, the presidential
race and the role of youth.
"Black power means we 'Ire going to do what we can do tu get
what is long overdue," he said.
"We're not compromising," he
told the audience, whom he had
already warned: "I hope that I
make some of you mad because if

I make you mad, you're going to

think."
Citing his 28 years' experience
in politics, Powell said, "I have
never seen such a bleak and dismal scene as this presidential
campaign.'' He brought laughter
from the audience when he called
the election "a choice of tweedledum and tweedledec.''
Powell said that he planned to
write-in Dick Gregory. He would
have bolted the Democratic party
and supported Rockefeller if he
had won the nomination, he added.
"Humphrey was a great man
twenty years ago," Powell said,
Powell explained that he and
Gene McCarthy would support
Humphrey if he "would cut the
umbilical cord and stand on his
own two feet" and if he would
promise to stop the war in Viet
Nam.
"Why should we try to impose
on any nation in the world a democracy that we are not practicing
at home'! he continued.
Powell quoted Mathew Arnold,
who
said: "We live between two
people of South Viet N am, I am worlds.
world is dead and
determined that the next admin- the <>therOne
world has not yet been
istration wi!I find America, South born." Frequently referring to toViet Nam and our allies in a day's
society as "sick,'' Powell
strong position on the battlefield," called on the youth in the audi.he said.
ence to build an "era of clear perception" from an "era of dark
perception.''
He said that the youth of America must say: "We're not going
to go along with the status quo.
Washington (UPI)-President We're going to build a new
Johnson, rebuffed by the Senate's world.''
rejection of Abe Fortas as Chief
"And don't say you can't do it,"
Justice, today asked Earl Warren
he
said calling Columbia and
to stay on as head of the Supreme
Court "until emotionalism sub- Berkeley examples of what can
sides, reason and fairness pre- be done. Powell also spoke of a
vail.'' The President said he coalition of young blacks working
would not submit a new nomina- with young whites, but "we don't
want you to be the generals," he
tion.
Warren, appointed to the high said.
"If you (referring to the white
court by former President Dwight
D. Eisenhower 15 years ago, was power structure) haven't been
able to lead this nation, then give
at his familiar spot on the bench
when the court opened its new us a chance. We've earned our
term last Monday, indicating he right," he said gesturing emphatically.
would remain.

LBJ Speaks Out For Humphrey

RODNEY WALLACE

PANCAKE PIZZA
HOUSE

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Presidcnt Johnson, in his first autright political speech of the campaign, attacked Republican nominee Richard M. Nixon Thursday
as a presidential candidate who
would pull the country "into another cycle of Republican reaction
and inaction.''
In a nationally broadcast speech
in behalf of Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, Johnson also
assailed third party candidate
George C. Wallace as "a false
prophet of fear.''
The president spoke on a broadcast sponsored by the International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, devoting most of his remarks
to domestic policy.
Johnson touched briefly on the
Viet Nam war, which he called a
conflict "that we did not invite but
from which we could not run .."
Praises Humphrey-Muskie
Johnson highly praised the
Democratic ticket of Humphrey
and Sen. Edmund S. Muskie,
nominee for vice-president. He
said they were among the ablest
and most active leaders ever to
Serve the nation.
Picking up a Republican slogan, the president said, "Nixon is

Free Parking
Open From 11:00 a.m.
122 Richmond S.E.

the one" who cast a tie breaking
vote to kill an aid for an education bill in the Senate while service as vice president in the Eisenhower administration.
He also said "Ni~on is the one"
who once said Medicare, a program enacted during Johnson's
administration, would do more
harm than good.
The President also attacked
Nixon for seeking delay in Senate
approval of the treaty to prevent
the spread of nuclear weapons.
Johnson said delay would jeopardize acceptance of the pact by
other nations "to the lasting detriment of world peace and to our
own American security."
Daylight and Darkness
"There is all the difference of
daylight and darkness between
the Nixon-Agnew-Republican record of reaction and recession and
the kind of forward-looking leadership that the Humphrey-Muskie
ticket offers to you Americans,"
he said.
He said the GOP candidates
for president, vice president and
congress had promisC!d to dismantle what had been built under
Democratic administrations.
Johnson led into his comments

about W aUace by saying there
were harsh political voices trying
to divide the American people.
"The man who stood at the
school house door, defying the
law, is now pretending to be the
apostle of order,'' the President
said in a reference to Wallace's
attempt to prevent integration at
the University of Alabama.
He said he doubted that many
Americans would be swayed "by
empty rhetoric and violent appeals to emotion.'
"Americans are too wise to
waste their votes on a false prophet of fear,' Johnson said.
As for Viet N am, he said on
March 31, he had done all that he
could do. On that date he announced he would not seek reelection and would cut back the bombing of North Viet Nam in an effort to get peace negotiations
started. He expressed hope that
those negotiations would produce
an agreement to end the war
"within the next few months."
"But if it does not, then, if
North VietNam maintains an intransigent policy that does not
meet the minimal requirements of
fairness and that would jeopardize the lives of our men and the

Warren Remains
As Chief Justice

Speech at Kiva
FOR ENGINEERS
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EXCELLENT FEDERAl
SERVICE BENEFITS

Our brochures are now .available in the Placement Office.
Sign up for an on-campus interview with our professional
employment representative today!
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MON., OCT. 14
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Adam Clayton
Powell, Jr.
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Gerberding Favors l-lumphrey

SHIP STRUCTURAL DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS DESIGN & EVALUATION • SHIPBOARD
MISSILE SYSTEMS 'EVALUATION • SHIP PROPULSION &
PIPING SYSTEMS DESIGN • SHIPBOARD VENTILATION
& AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS DESIGN • PRODUCTION
& FACiliTIES ENGINEERING
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:Hadio, Tkat£.'r. AHkin::! sz;:w. C:onw hy
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IF IT'S A REALISTIC CAREER DE.VELOPMENT PROGRAM
WITH INITIAL RESPONSIBLE ASSIGNMENTS, YOU'VE
FOUND IT!
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RBO '6H SUZUKI 19.1. 1-:xoellent rendition,
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This year's Yearbook wants your photography. We want a true
pict,ure of the students life here: in the dorms, the Greeks, clubs, outings, love-ins, meditations; creative, dynamic, and peaceful pictures.
This is going to be a new and exciting book but we need your interest and your pictures to help create it.
Please submit your pictures any time to the yearbook office in the
Journalism Building. Put your name, phone and any other notes you
feel might contribute to the picture.
We know photography is finding it's own here at UNM. so let's
make this MIRAGE find it's own 'too!

By SANDRA SCHAUER
Staff Writer
The selection by Richard Nixon
of Spiro T. Agnew "to be a heartbeat away from the presidency is
gross incompetency," said Professor William P. Gerberding of the
UCLA political science faculty
yesterday,
Gerberding spoke to a group of
fifty people in the Kiva on Humphrey's Campaign for the presidency,
Complete Agreement
One of the first things which
Gerberding mentioned was that
he is in complete agreement with
the theory that there arc elements of the Democratic party
around the country that do need
l'eplaeing but he made the stipulation that the changes which
must be made to remedy the situ-

ation must come from within.
He said that the "best way to
influence the Vice-President is
from a position of friendliness
and cooperation" and not from a
standoffish position.
Forget Wallace
.
"George Wallace is not going
to be elected; Eugene McCarthy
is not going to be elected; N~on
or Humphrey will be elected,"
Gerberding said. He added that if
Nixon were elected it would
"leave all of us in a difficult position.''
In refel'ring to Humphrey's
stand on civil rightll, Gerberding
said that "Humphrey has been
the most eloquent and most effective voice ... for all the issues
that liberals take seriously.'' He
added that he cannot name anyone who has made greater con-

tributions to civil rights in 25
years than HHH.
Gerberding said "the next President of the U.S. is not going to
want a repeat of the last four
years ... the next President will
stop the war."
"Muslde has made a remarkably
positive expression,'' he said
when speaking about the Democratic vice presidential candidate.
The speaker added that Mt•.,1;ic
has force of character, intellect,
and a soft-spoken careful approach to the public.
One of Gerberding's final and
most emphasized points was that
if a voter decided not to vote for
the lesser of the evils (Humphrey,
that is), than he was choosing
the greater of the two evilseither not voting or voting for
Nixon.

Robert
Creely

One of the most prominent members of the current American
poeb·y scene is Robert Creeley
who will give a reading tonight
in the Anthropology Lecture IIall
at 8 p.m.
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